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MRI standards spur innovation
With 30 million scans per year in Europe, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
is an important medical imaging technique that is increasingly being used
during surgical procedures. However, staff tending patients also experience
effects from the strong MRI magnetic fields and safe exposure limits are set
by EU Directives. Highly accurate magnetic field measurements and ways to
relate them to exposure are needed to ensure staff and patients remain safe
at all times.
Europe’s National Measurement Institutes working together
The European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP) brings together National Measurement Institutes in 23 countries to address key
measurement challenges at a European level. It supports collaborative research to ensure that measurement science meets the future
needs of industry and wider society.

Challenge
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a diagnostic tool used to
detect serious medical conditions, including cancers, heart disease
and strokes. Thirty million MRI scans are performed in the EU each
year providing doctors with valuable 3D images without the need
for invasive investigations or patients being exposed to ionizing
radiation.
Increasingly, more powerful MRI scanners are being used to guide
surgeons performing delicate key-hole procedures. This places
medical staff close to the operating scanner and exposes them to
the static magnetic fields MRI generate. When staff move “motioninduced” effects due to the magnetic field can cause sensations of
nausea, vertigo and also disturb vision. This introduces concerns
for both patient and staff safety.
The EU Directive 2013/35/EU introduced in 2014, set legal
exposure limits for workers performing tasks in magnetic fields
and requires risk assessments to be performed to ensure they
remain safe. The Directive requires the characterisation of workers’
exposure to the so-called “motion-induced” effects. Specific
procedures for exposure assessment are needed based on highly
accurate and robust calculation methods and simulations to
ensure the safe use of this important imaging technique and
enable its extension into new surgical procedures.

to have greater confidence in identifying critical situations where
movements may exceed safety limits and the early introduction
of strategies to reduce worker exposure and reduce the incidence
of “motion-induced” sensations. An important step towards safe
performance of new MRI guided surgical procedures.

Metrology for improved MRI
safety
The EMRP project Metrology for next-generation safety
standards and equipment in MRI improved the diagnostic
value and efficiency of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
by developing measurement methods and models which
enhance the safety of patients and staff while simultaneously
eliminating unnecessarily restrictive exposure limits. A new
patient safety concept developed in this project will help
manufacturers to speed up innovation cycles, supporting
faster market introduction of emerging technologies, and
will allow the safe scanning of previously excluded patient
groups. In addition a robust magnetic field compatible
traceability chain has been introduced for MRI-guided
radiotherapy- a new use for MRI in cancer therapy.

Solution
The EMRP Project, Metrology for next-generation safety standards
and equipment in Magnetic Resonance Imaging developed new
computational tools and models to calculate the physical effects
induced within the bodies of medical staff moving through the
strong stationary magnetic field of MRI scanners. These tools can
be used to predict both the maximum variation of the magnetic
field experienced by workers performing tasks near to the
scanners entrance and also the corresponding induced electric
field, which could stimulate the nervous system creating sensory
effects.
The extensive use of the project’s computational tools has led to
a wide survey of different MRI platforms and many different staff
movements. This has generated a body of evidence on how some
movements performed near to the scanner entrance can create
the conditions needed to exceed safe MRI exposure limits.

National health authorities and regulators rely on reference
documents from International safety standardization organizations
when setting legal limits for worker safety across many risk areas.
One such reference is the International Commission on NonIonizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 2014 publication on specific
exposure levels for staff performing tasks near operating MRI.
These are used in the EU Directive 2013/35/EU which governs
worker safety near operating MRI magnetic fields.
European Hospitals are required by this Directive to conduct
risk assessments to ensure staff do not exceed safe working
conditions during the performance of their duties. Hospitals must
link proposed staff movements to ICNIRP exposure limits. The
projects assessment procedure provides hospitals with a validated
framework to use to evaluate the safety of staff movements when
planning new surgical procedures. This enables hospitals and staff
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